Abstract
Introduction

16
Since long, high-resolution magnetic spectrometers for charged particles have 17 been used in nuclear and particle physics. Combined with suitable coordinate 18 detectors for tracking, such instruments can achieve the most accurate measure-19 ment of kinematic quantities [1] . For focusing spectrometers the measurements 20 can be done in an detection area out of the line-of-sight to the target that is 21 shielded to some extend from background particles. At the two currently operat- tracking analysis with a track reconstruction efficiency higher than ∼ 50 % [6] .
43
The operation of multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCs) in the Kaos 44 spectrometer at MAMI is discussed in Section 2. It is described how the centre- in Section 5 and the application of the method is discussed in Section 6.
54
Operation of the MWPCs
55
Crucial requirements for the wire chamber operation in kaon electroproduc- Despite modern alternatives like micro-pattern gas detectors, the use of not depend on the angle of incidence of the particle's trajectory, whereas the 133 shape of the charge distribution is influenced.
134
The chambers are filled with a gas mixture of {84 % Ar, 9 % CO 2 , 7 % Section.
157
The raw data are 8-bit ADC values, Q i , for each read-out channel,
in the x-and y-plane. As preamplifiers and ADCs vary along the planes,
159
each combination is assigned a gain factor c i and a pedestal value p i . In 160 few cases, where individual channels showed misbehaviour, caused e.g. by wire 161 ageing, their amplitudes were interpolated from both neighbouring channels.
162
Then "clusters" are defined by a group of neighbouring channels with detected 163 charges. A cluster has to consist of at least 2 channels and could include a 164 single channel below pedestal. At first each cluster is characterized by its de-
, its width, σ = n |X i −x| 2 Q i /Q, and its 167 largest amplitude, Q max , at channel x max .
168
Because of the two amplification regions, as shown in Fig. 1 (right) , and the 169 large crossing angles of the particles, the liberated charges that are drifting from 
182
During the experiments sometimes charge distributions were observed, where 183 satellite peaks were accompanying the physical peak, that was produced by a 184 heavily-ionising light particle. Fig. 3 shows a charge distribution in the x-185 plane of MWPC M with satellite charges on both sides of a needle-like peak.
186
The source of these peaks can be understood by the anode plane construction 
Track Reconstruction
219
In the analysis of the data all clusters are combined to form possible particle 220 tracks. With n clusters n 2 possible track points and n 4 possible tracks through 221 both chambers are generated. This ensemble is classified according to a set of 222 track quality factors, ranging from 0 (excluded) to 1 (highest quality).
223
As the MWPCs were constructed with symmetric cathode planes, a corre- Valid tracks are bound to angular limits, given by the acceptance of the 236 spectrometer. Both MWPCs are situated in a field-free space, so that particle 237 tracks can be extrapolated linearly to the field boundary at the end of the dipole. 
249
In the Kaos spectrometer the MWPCs are followed by two scintillator walls, factors is determined by the extrapolation of the track to both scintillator walls.
252
The spatial difference to the closest observed hit, ∆x| F and ∆x| G , are used as Table 1 ), all other cluster and hit combinations were excluded by at least one of the quality criteria. is used as quality factor.
259
Figs. 6 and 7 show the event displays of two events, the first being exception- Table 1 ), all other cluster and hit combinations 271 were excluded by one of the quality criteria. As both events were triggered by 272 the efficiency counters, explained in Section 5, it is known that with track no. 0 273 a proper track assignment was achieved.
274
Tracking Efficiencies
275
The implemented read-out principle allows for high track multiplicities, how-276 ever, the track reconstruction can then become a major source of detection inef- 
287
There is no way of determining the tracking efficiencies from the electro- 
297
The external counters could be used to select trajectories passing through The spectrometer was situated under forward angles at 31
• with a solid an- tons the efficiencies were between 98 and 90 %, details are tabulated in Table 2 . which defines the acceptance region of this chamber. Tracks found to be outside of this acceptance region were reconstructed wrongly. These tracks tend to have a low track quality. L/10 gate width and timing, and charged particle occupancies. For MWPCs used 331 as tracking detectors in a magnetic spectrometer these factors vary, as incident 332 particle species and momenta as well as background particle fluxes depend on 333 the spectrometer and accelerator settings for a particular experiment.
334
To resolve the ambiguities appearing with multiple, non-perpendicular inci-335 dent particles with different energy-losses a cluster-finding and track reconstruc-336 tion algorithm was developed that assigns each possible track a quality factor. 
